Our rotating taps change regularly. For the most current selections please contact the restaurant.

Back to Earth by 21st Amendment Brewery 6
SPA, loaded with mixed citrus bitters, tropical fruits and a piney forest floor. 4.4% ABV

Judgment Day by Lost Abbey Brewing Co 10
This belgian quad is extremely complex with an array of fruit, pepper, and chocolate aromas. 10.5% ABV

Thunderstruck IPA by Stone Brewing 9
19th Anniversary IPA with a quartet of Australian hops deliver a striking citrus and resinous earliness. 8.7% ABV

La Blonde by Ladyface 7
An easy-to-drink ale with smooth, light malt sweetness, finishes dry, holds a good Belgian character. 5.3% ABV

Coffee Porter by Smog City Brewing 7
Darker roasted aspects of malt with hints of dark chocolate and fresh coffee. 5.6% ABV

Hoppy Birthday by Alpine Beer Co 7
Candy caramel toasted malt lead into big hops with a spicy orange zest. 5.25% ABV

Gypsy Stumper by Double Mountain Brewery 8
Tangerine and herbal flower notes make their way through resinous, pine forest nose. 7.5% ABV

Valkyrie Altbier by Enegren Brewing 6
Dark, malty German style beer with smooth, toasty, caramel and a hint of chocolate. 6.2% ABV

Heldorado by Firestone Walker 14
Imperial Blonde Ale, barrel infused notes of vanilla, light char and lavender honey with toasted malt finish. 13.2% ABV

The Radler by Boulevard Brewing Co 6
A zesty, ginger and lemon take on the classic "cyclist", sessionable and full of character. 4.05% ABV

Dale's Pale Ale by Oskar Blues 6
Robust, piney, lightly citrus hops with a hint of biscuity malts. 6.5% ABV

Ride that Pony by the Bruery 9
Opaque dry hopped Imperial Brown Ale, medium bodied with smooth malt finish 8.1% ABV

Lemon & Grassy by Hop Concept 8
Floral and tangy Imperial IPA with a lemon fresh burst and hint of spice balanced by faint caramel backbone. 8.5% ABV

Blackhouse by Modern Times 7
Oatmeal coffee stout bursting with coffee aroma and flavor. 5.8% ABV